An attempt is made to integrate the existing knowledge, from some 28 published sources, with regard to the iiitcrprctatioii of satellite observed cloud vortex patterns. It is found that the inodel proposed by Boucher and Newcoiiib is gciicrdly valid, although certain elaborations seem reasonable. Characteristics of cloud patterns indiccttive of troughs riLther than closed Lows have been determiired by Rogcrs. It is found t h a t information conceriiiiig pressure center positions, pressure departures from normal, future system inovciiiciit, frontal positions, air iiinss conditions, surfitce and upper-level winds, and precipitation can often be deduced froin the cloud patterns visible ill the satellite pictures.
INTRODUCTION
Tlie following discussioii constitutes an attempt to integrate tlie existing published knowledge with regard to the interpretation ol' satellite observed cloud vortex pntterns and certain other closely related n~eteorologicid phenomeni~. Tnclucled also I L~C soiiie deductions and coiniiietits of the iitltllor. The basic sources are listed in the references.
VORTEX PATTERN SEQUENCE THE SEQUENCE OF CLOUD PATTERNS
There nom seeiiis little doubt as to the general validity of the iiioclel proposed by Boucher nnd Nemcoiiib [a] .
Serebreiiy et d. [23] state that their analysis "iiiost definitely supports the cloucl models presented by Boucher rrnd Nemcomb." However, certain elaboriitions of tlie model, such :is the pre-occlusion stage proposed by Merritt [I63 betweeii the l'roiitid wLve and the beginning of the occlusion process, seem reasonable. Furthermore, riot all cyclones l'ollow this sequence. Lesse [13] reports that surl'ace develop~iient iiiiiy take pliace, without formation of a cloucl vortex, in the itbsence of a n upper closed Low. Usually, in such cases, uiiless nii upper :Lir trough or Lorn is present or develops, there will be a restriction on the extent of surI':Lce development. Jacobs-Hnupt [lo] inclictites that R4editerranefln-nrea cyclones are less apt to show spiral cloud patterns. hilerritt [16] i1lustr:ltes frontless vortices, cut off' lrotii the general zonal circulntion, which 111ily riot have originated with a frontal wave. Studies ol Bouctier et id. [3] indicate inany cyclones or troughs, arid their associated cloucl vortices do not really evolve I'rom :L l'rontd wiLve, and the first recogniz:ible cloud pattern JlliLy be similar to :Lily one of the first four stirges described below.
THE FRONTAL WAVE STAGE
Tlie initiation of the Boucher-Newcomb sequence is the broadening or bulging of the frontal band. Typically this is accompanied by slightly curving parallel bands polewitrd of the front, and a more reflective area of higher and deeper clouds just to the east of the w:ire crest, as shown in figure 1. A t this s t q e , the cle\.elopnient is so ineager that, as Boucher tmd Nemcomb state : "This particular cloud configui-tition or one very similar to i t has also been found in cnses where neither waj-e nor front could logically be inferred, pointing to the need for exercising caution in the interpretation of cloud patterns." On the other hand, also as n corollary to the relatively insignificant appearance of this stage, tlie wave inay often be hidden b y ti more extensive cloud sheet [2] . (The case discussed by Timchalk and Hubert [24] seems to be one such.) This is illustrated in figure 2 . Tn imy event, no risible distinct spiral pattern is to be expected a t this stage [8] (unless the slightly bent cloud lines poleward of the main band are considered as a type of visible precursor). Even so, R4advig [14] has reported that the developnient may not be apptirent in the synoptic data until 12 hr. after tlie bulge on the front can be discerned in the satellite pictures. Usually, a t this stage, the development can be expected to be influencing only conditions near the surface and in the very lowest portions of the atmosphere. If the field of view of a satellite pass does not include the center of an area of probable development equatorward and to the west of a major cyclone, evidence of any such developments may sometimes be noted near the edge of the photographed region in the form of a significant and otherwise unidentified cloud band or polar extension of an existing band such as that marked "E" by Winston and Tourville [28] in their figures 2 and 4.
I n summary, pictures of areas synoptically and/or climatologically prone to cyclogenesis should be carefully examined for signs of wave development, whereas cloud patterns possibly indicating wave development outside such areas should be reviewed carefully before being accepted on face value without other substantiating evidence. Furthermore, the possibility of an incipient wave's dying out without significant development must nlways be considered; this seems to hare been the fate of the western Atlantic frontal wave photographed from the Atlas l l c nose cone in August 1959. Another possibility is that of a stable wave moving along a front without significant increase in amplitude. These waves usually have little or no upper-level support in the form of a vorticity advection area.
PRE-OCCLUSION STAGE
As we proceed to the subsequent stages of development, we must realize that R continuity of progression, rather then discrete stages with precise boundaries, is to be expected in any storm development model. Accordingly, any attempt to distinguish arbitrarily between an advanced phase of one stage and an early phase of the nest stage is impossible and has no real meaning.
As Boucher and Newcomb [2] have indicated, the transition from the wave to the partly occluded vortes is rapid and, consequently, only infrequently observed. Nevertheless, Merritt [16] has suggested the need of ". . . a further stage of development between the frontal wave pattern stage and the stage depicting the beginning of the occlusion process." The cloud pattern, illustrated in figure 3, shows a line of cloudiness lying poleward from the low pressure center of the open wave stagc. As sho\vn here, it seems likely that this line would typically be broader longitudinally than shown in Merritt's original schematic and that figure E-10 of R4advig [14] is very likely a pre-occlusion rather than an open frontal wave stage example. h4advig has pointed out in his figure E-IO that "The faint ring of cellular clouds surrounding the lending edge of bright clouds is interesting since i t appears almost to be a reef of clouds in front of the entire open-wave structure." Perhaps the key feature of this stage is the significantly greater poleward bulging or cloud protuberance than in the frontal wave stage, retaining generally a longitudinal symmetry which disappears in the succeeding beginning-of-occlusion stage as the intrusion of the clear, dry air first becomes apparent.
At this stage, the circulation would in a typical case be influencing the lower atmosphere, but not yet reaching significantly to the 500-mb. level.
BEGINNING OF OCCLUSION STAGE
This stage is still within the period of rapid development, and observations appear to be scarce. As Boucher and Newcomb state (see fig. 4 ): ". . . there is now a noticeable asymmetry in the cloud pattern due to the intrusion of the clear area behind the cold front. At this stage also it is expected that the (vortex signature' should appear as a spiral streakiness in the cloud pattern. This has been indicated by spiralling arrows in the schematic and can be readily seen in the TIROS photo." H o w e~~e r , in many cases the contrast within the cloud pattern may be inadequate to permit seeing any pattern within the bright overcast area. These spiralling streaks suggest that by this stage tbere should be a significant trough, or even the beginning of a closed Low, a t 500 mb. As Sherr [3] has shown, however, in this stage the cloud vortex is more frequently related to a surface than a 500-mb. center, and is normally located south and west of the related surface pre-*sure center.
Another representative feature may be the cyclonic movement around the major cloud mass of the arching cloud bands formerly poleward of the Low.
Although the proximity to the margin of the pictures and to the coast make it difficult to be sure, it appears likely that the vortex shown by Serebreny et al. [23] in their figures 8 and 9 (orbital pass 691; approximately 55" N., 140" W.) may be another example of this stage.
Rogers [3] found bright, overcast, crescent-shaped cloud patterns (such as that illustrated in fig. 5 , with the crescent outlined in dashed black, slightly outside to permit the cloud edge to be seen), a t times resembling in geometric outline this or the next stage, to be associated with 500-mb. trough patterns rather than closed 500-mb. Lows. I n such cases, the clouds depict the area ahead of the trough where the air is rising rather than the streamlines of the air flow. The pattern can often be identified by the abrupt termination of the crescent cloud pattern equatorward of a line west of the apparent circulation center (just north of the straight portion of the dashed bltick outline), with only scattered to broken lower-le\-el cloudiness in the quadrant west and equatorward of the apparent center. As illustrated in figure 5 , these crescent-shaped, bright overcasts are often accompanied by lower, frequently cumuliform, U-shaped or closed cloud patterns which appear to identify the surface pressure center.
OCCLUDING CYCLONE STAGE
For this and subsequent stages, the cloud patterns are sufficiently conspicuous and distinctij-e, and the available cases so studied both by Leese [13] and by Tinichalk and Hubert
The key feature at this stage is the Yery definite intrusion of the LLcleftr" dry air eastward into the cloud mass ~4 1 .
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behind the cold and occluded fronts, and the curvature of this dry and usually cold air poleward around the center of the associated Low. Boucher and Newcomb suggest that this stage is indicative of a significant circulation and is probably not typical of storms with only weak middle or upper-level circulations. I n fact, a closed Low extending to 500 mb., and perhaps throughout the troposphere, would normally be expected. Sherr [3] found that vortex patterns a t this stage usually had related pressure centers a t both the surface and 500 mb. within 200 n. mi. of the 1-ortex center.
The degree to which the dry air is essentially completely clear ( fig. 6 ) as compared to being partially filled with conrective cloudiness ( fig. 7 ) seems to be a function of the humidity and stability of the cold air and of the surface under it.
I11 the case studied by Leese [13] , it was found that the lowest central pressure a t the surface occurred with a degree of dry air intrusion only slightly greater than that in tlie schematic in figure 6. This coinpleinents the studies of Sherr [3] , who found vortices a t this stage to have tlie greatest average departure (18 nib.) from the noriiial seasonal surface pressure for their location. The corresponding average 500-nib. departure was 530 ft.
Serebreny et al. [23] have suggested that, since the length and breadth of cloud streets is positively correlated with convergence, increased convective cloudiness in the cold dry air in this and the next stage inay indicate deepening of the Low. 
FULLY OCCLUDED, MATURE STAGE
In this stage, there may be virtue in considering two substages. In the first, prior to fullest maturity, the dry air continues to spiral in about the vortex, reaching a stage of one or inore complete revolutions about the center ( fig. 8 ). In the second, the wttmi moist air, and the clouds in it, first connect across the cold air, cutting off that inside from any further supply, and the beginnings of dissipation are a t hand ( fig. 9 ). I n the schernatic of figure 9 , the point of cut-off is just west of where the northern tropopause level flow line crosses the front; contrast this with the saine area in figure 8. Accordingly, as suggested by Rutherford [21] , the degree of maturity is broadly shown by the increasing concentricity of the spiral bands and by a decreasing width of the clear air channel between them. The length of time provided for development, prior to the closing off of the dry air, has been suggested by Leese [13] as indicative of the depth achieved a t the center of the Low. Sherr [3] found these niature vortices to have average departures from the seasonal and geographic nornial of 15.6 mb. a t the surface, and 581 ft. a t 500 mb. The average 500-mb. departure a t this stage was the greatest observed.
Particularly during this and the remaining final stages fig. 2 and 3 and marked as G) as probably the remains in the mid-troposphere of an older system; they state it may still have been an effective circulation. The later studies of Rogers [3] suggest, however, that this secondary spiral was in all probability a nascent circulation rather than a dissipating system. Nagle and Serebreny [18] have noted a somewhat similar cloud vortex which appeared as a new development a t least 24 hr. prior to any indication in the synoptic data and later produced significant precipitation. Rogers [3] found these cumuliform and cirriforin vortex patterns in the polar air flow behind major cyclones to be indicative of a 500-nib. short-wave trough and a distinct surface trough. An example is shown in figure 10 . The secondary is the small but still significant vortex between the center and eastern fiducids; the primary is outside the field of view, with its center over 600 n. mi. to the norhheast of the secondary. These disturbances often develop into systems producing weather of considerable operatioiinl significance. Merrit t [16] has discussed other cases of mesoscale vortices which were observed in several areas of the Southern Hemisphere and states that "the most interesting cases occurred near the edge of the (Antarctic) pack ice."
THE DYING STAGE
I n this final stage, while organization is still apparent, there is some considerable variety to the configurations. The key factor seems to be the continued cut-off of the interior cold and dry air by a surrounding ring of warm, cloud-filled air ( fig. 11 ). Rutherford [21] describes this as a ring cloud with an almost clear center, corresponding to a cut-off cold Low. Serebreny et al. [23] state : "In frontless vortices (cold cut-off cyclones) cloudiness is prevalent around the periphery of the vortex." Boucher and Newcomb illustrate examples in their figure 8; one of their cases is that discussed in more detail by Jones [ I l l . Another case of this stage has been studied by Fritz [7] .
I t is probable that the appearance is similar for both a major tropical vortex which has moved into temperate latitudes before decaying (the case studied by Jones seems to have been a t least partly of this nature) and a purely extratropical cold-core system. Boucher and Newcomb [a] state that, in the decaying vortex, the number of cloud bands and their width, spacing, and character vary with the underlying surface, season, time of day, and circulation intensity. Jones [11] found that, as the vortex decays, the number of bands decreases and the cloud cover a t the crest or center of the vortex becomes more broken. Glaser [8] also reports decrease in cloud cover and increase in the space between bands as indicating system weakening in this final stage. Serebreny et al. [23] report the clouds and their patterns persist in the dying vortex after all indications in the synoptic data are lost. Boucher and Newcomb [2] indicate that in the final stages the vortex pattern may appear more intense than other observations suggest.
It would thus appear that the clouds are a far more sensitive indicator of atmospheric activity than other types of data, detecting the earliest stages of cyclogenesis prior to other evidence (as discussed in relation to the frontal wave stage) and showing the persistence of a low-intensity circulation after it has otherwise become unapparent. For the analyst, this persistence indicates a need for caution to avoid forecasting more severe circulation, wind, and weather conditions in the final stages than may actually be present.
Jn his study, Fritz [7] noted an intrusion of a band of moist, cloud-filled air from the perimeter into (or over) the cut-off cold air. While he did not follow the further course of the storm, pictures and maps for the next day as published by Widger [26] suggest that while the outei periphery of the storm and circulation continued to decay, the central portion appeared to have maintained its intensity. The TIROS picture for the next day (TIROS I, orbital pass 29, Camera 2 , Tape, Frame 18) shows the vortex apparently covering a smaller area, but now with n continuous spiral cloud band more suggestire of the mature than the dying stage. One is led to speculate
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as to whether such a warm air intrusion into the center of a cut-off cold core rortex might act in some sense like an internal warm frontogenesis, causing some degree of reintensification, or a t least a temporary cessation of system degradation. Serebreny e t al. [23] report: "During the development of the cold cyclone downstream of the blocking ridge, the cutting off of the cold air supply seems to be marked in the satellite photographs by an extension of an aniorphous cloud sheet around the northern perimeter of the vortex. The interior of the cut-off cold cyclone remains rather free of clouds during the development. While there is some evidence that major cloud systems spiral into these frontless storms, this characteristic is much more illdefined than in frontal cyclones." It seems possible that the spiraling in of major cloud systems referred to by Serebreny may be another description of the moist, cloudy intrusion noted by Fritz.
Merritt [16] has noted that in cut-off cyclones "The low-level vortices are usually characterized by a banded cumuliform appearance while those in the upper troposphere are fibrous stratiform", as illustrated in figures 11 and 12.
Sherr [3] found dying stage vortices to have average departures from the seasonal and geographic normals of 1 2 . 4 mb. a t the surface, and 412 ft. a t 500 mb.
VORTEX POSITION AND MOTION

L O C A T I O N R E L A T I V E T O S Y N O P T I C D A T A
Boucher and Newcomb [a] indicate that the cloud vortex center tends to be west andlor equatorward of the surface Low, following the track of the surface Low but lagging behind its positions by about 12 hr. Coincidence of position between the cloud vortex and the 500-mb. Low seems to be somewhat better. Glaser [SI puts the typical cloud vortex position over the 500-mb. Low, equatorward and west of the surface pressure minimum but over the circulation center of the surface winds.
In a case studied by Hubert [9] , the cloud vortex center was found to be west of the streamline vortex center a t all levels from the surface to 500 mb.
Vim Dijk and Rutherford [25] have suggested that when two circulation centers are discernible during the cut-off stage, they may correspond to the pressure centers a t different levels.
Sherr [3] found the following relationships between vortex and pressure center positions:
Beginning of Occlusion Stage: More frequently related to a surface than to f~ 500-mb. Low, with the cloud vortex west and equatorward of the surface low.
Nearly always within 200 mi. of a surface Low, and usually also within 200 mi. of a 500-mb. Low. While the surface Low positions tend to scatter about the cloud vortex, the 500-mb. Lows are usually located north or east of a northwest-southeast line passing through the position of thc cloud vortex.
Occluding Cyclone Stage:
720-085--G4-2
wide-angle photograph; near 24"N., 44"W.; 1447 GMT, llec. 12, 1962).
Fully Occluded Cyclone:
The cloud vortex is usually within 200 mi. of both a surface and a 500-mb. Low. The surface Low has some tendency to be northeast of the cloud vortex, with the 500-mb. Low slightly displaced to the south of the surface Low position.
The related surface and 500-mb. Lows are usually found to the east of a north-south line through the cloud vortex center.
As shown in figure 13 , Sherr found the one-standarddeviation circle for the differences between the positions of cloud vortices and related surface pressure centers circle=occIuding cyclone, circled dot= beginning of occlusion, x=fulIy occluded cyclone, triaiigle=dying cyclone.
Solid
to have a radius of 148 n. mi. For related 500-mb. centers, the radius of the corresponding deviation circle was 109 n. mi. As Sherr [3] points out, inadequate conventional data and consequent inaccurate standard analyses are probably significant contributors to the magnitudes of these values.
Since a clearly definitive cloud T-ortex seems to require the existence of an upper-air circulation, better correspondence between the cloud vortex and upper-air vortex or trough (as compared to the surface center) seems reasonable in the more mature stages.
A LTlT U D E As mentioned above, nlerritt [16] has found low-level isolated vortices to be characterized b y a banded cumuliform appearance while those in the upper troposphere tend to be banded stratiform. H e also indicates that the relatire cloud ". . . brightness gives some indication of the vertical extent of [any] vortex since brightness is usually positively correlated with the thickness of the clouds."
Sadler [22] reports that, in the Tropics, i t may be difficult to distinguish from the cloud pictures alone between low-level warm vortices and those restricted to the upper troughs. H e suggests: ". . . the satellite photographs are not sufficient within themselves but must be used in conjunction with the proper tropical synoptic charts and a knowledge of the regional clima-MOTION hferritt [16] has studied the motion of approximately 15 examples of Southern Hemisphere vortices which could be observed on two or more days. '(. . . the assumption was made that the future motion of the vortex system was governed by a 'steering current' which could be determined from the cloud patterns using techniques . . ." which will be summarized in the later discussion of winds.
"The results of this limited sample show a useful relationship between the orientation of the major cloud band and the direction of motion of the rortex system for the following 24 hours. Successful application of these results is extremely dependent on the correct estimation of the intensity of the vortex system, and on evaluation of the steering current. "b) If the vortes is it1 the fully occluded sttige the expected motion (in the sout'liern hemisphere) will be parallel to the general orientntion of the m:ijor cloud band. 11 I n some esmiples of the pre-occlusion stage, the direction of future motion \vas indicated by the orient. <i t' ion of the isolated thin bright band which . . ." W:LS located in the cold air west of the poleward bulge of cloudiness iind between the center of the bulge and frontd cloud band. This band, illustrated in figure 3, often seemed to piirallel the jet stream.
FRONTAL POSITIONS WARM FRONT
I n the papers reviewed, there was little or no discussion of the position of the warm front relative to the vortex cloud patterns. By implication, it would be espected to be east of the vortex center. Seldom does there appear to be a clearly discernible boundary between the convective cloudiness in the warm air and the inore stratiform cloudiness due to overrunning poleward of the surftice wtirrn sector. Accordingly, there seems presently to be little guidance for proper placement of tlie warm front within the cloudiness east of the vortex. Since, even with good synoptic observations, placement of the warm front is still often a problem, this ambiguity is not unexpected. The evidence shows that tlie classical concept of overrunning warm air is of secondary importimce to the large-scale lifting associated with the dynamics of the cyclone. Radar and detailed synoptic studies have substan tinted this position and it would be surprising to find anything different from satellite information.
COLD AND OCCLUDED FRONTS-FRONTAL WAVE TO BEGINNING O F OCCLUSION STAGES
During this phase, it seems probable that there is a tendency for the bulk of the frontal cloudiness to be west and poleward of the front. East and equtitorwlird of the front, conditions tend to be clear to broken convective cloudiness, but this warm sector convective cloudiness tends to become heavier east of the front tis the vortex intensifies and one or niore squall lines form. Such convective cloudiness usually tends to have some breaks in it. Conditions along these lines were noted by Timchalk and Hubert [24] .
Serebreny et al. [23] state: "When the cloud system lags behind the front, the upper winds are apt to be parallel to the front, a t least as far as the clouds extend." This seems compatible with wind flow-frontd orientntion patterns to be anticipated during the early stages of development.
COLD AND OCCLUDED FRONTS-OCCLUDED STAGES
A t these stages, the frontal band generally seetiis to have becoine inuch narrower, usually with compariitively definite breaking or clearing immediately to its rear. Extensive cloudiness of a inore or less broken convective iiuture is usually found to the eiist of the frontal band in the warm sector. A t times, this coiivective area mciy take the form of a second band, east of and parallel to the frontal band, with a clear area or one of lesser cloudiness separating the frontal titid convective bands. The convective band is associated with :I squall or instability line.
Bristor and Ruzecki [4] discuss two prtritllel bright bands along or pmillel to the front, with the easternniost probably a squtill line under the moist tongue. They believe the surface position of the front is probably alorlg the eastern edge of the western cloud band, with the band of clouds to the west iind the clearer (until the squdl line convective cloudiness is reached) warm air to the east. In their studies, both Winston [27] and Winston arid Tourville [28] also place the front a t the eastern edge of the major (or more weslern) cloud band. Boucher and Newcomb [2] place the front under the solid cloud band ahead of tlie western clear area and parallel to its edge. Considering the compnrtitive narrowness of the frontal band frequently observed in these stages, this does not seem a significiint disagreement with the other findings just above. Serebreny et al. [23] state: "When the cloud mass lies ahead of the cold front with ti sharp edge to the cloud system a t the frontal boundary (rapid clearing), then the winds aloft are usually normal to the front." Such a frontd-winds-aloft configurtition would be more coninion in these occluded stages; tlie cloud mass they speak of would be tlie convective cloudiness in the warm air ahead of the front, with a I~RITOW arid sharp frontal band behind. I n the decaying stages of the cyclone, with the front;il band less obvious, Jones [I] ] suggests it may lie between the spiral bands to the west and an area of broken to overcast conditions to the e& of the vortex, presumably the remains of the convective cloud-instability line area. I n these decaying vortices, Boucher and Newcomb [2] suggest the spiral bands west of the main frontsl band or position may be the wenther producers that have led to the frequent insertion in analyses of secondary cold fronts.
Boucher and Newcomb [2] indicate the frontal slope can be deduced from the width of the frontal cloud band, while Rutherford [21] amplifies this by placing the western edge of the frontal barid tibout coincident with the 500-mb. trough line. This, of course, suggests that the front becomes niore vertical :is tlie cyclone develops, which is to be expected :is the 500-mb. Low moves over the surface Low and the cold core cyclone itself becomes essentially vertical.
At least the remnnnts of tlie front caii be found in tlie satellite photographs after it Ims moved well into tlie Tropics. Serebreny et d. [23] state: "The extensive cloud bands in the lower latitudes indicate that the effects of the penetrations of cold air from the north are quite long-lasting-even after the means to detect fronts on the conventional basis have been lost." "On occasion the extent of this band can be followed westward to the frontal system lying to the west of the anti-cyclone."
AIR MASSES
The satellite pictures of the cloud vortex patterns associated with cyclonic development indicate that two air masses are primarily involved:
1. The warm and typically moist tropical air which flows poleward ahead of the cold front. At least during the stages of active cyclonic development, this flow often seems to split just east of the center of circulation. One tongue curves westward and eventually equatorward over and to the rear of the cyclone center. The other curves eastward and corresponds to the ascending warm air flow over the warm front. Corresponding to this warm air flow are the convective cloudiness and instability lines ahead of the cold front, the major cloud bands and/or cloud mass that circle the vortex center, and the just previously mentioned warm frontal cloud deck. As has been noted by Glaser [SI, Bristor and Ruxecki [4] , Oliver [19] , and Fritz [7] , these cloud patterns closely resemble, and so probably depict, the moist tongue configurations commonly noted in isentropic analysis.
2. The dry and typically cold air which mor-es into the storm from the west and poleward, curves equntorward of the circulation center, and spirals into i t behind the cold front. This clear or clearer area (often it is substantially filled with cellular convective cloudiness) closely corresponds to an isentropic dry tongue, as noted by Glaser [8] and Oliver [ 191. hi the mature and decaying cyclone, the cold dry air is cut off, lying in the center of the storm surrounded b y the warmer moist air ( fig. 11 ).
THE COLD DRY AIR
The cold, "dry" mass seems to have been given the most attention in studies to date. This may result from two reasons: (1) such relatively clear areas were not expected to be so frequent in major cyclones and so aroused considerable interest; and ( 2 ) the convective and other cloud masses, patterns, and orientations within this air can be readily discerned, encouraging study.
As Boucher and Newcomb [2] have pointed out, the degree of clearness or partial cloudiness in this air mass, sometimes referred to as the "clear" zone, is related to such parameters as humidity and the extent of subsidence. Serebreny et al. [23] point out tliat the post-frontal cloud cover is governed by the thermal state of the cold air and the length of its trajectory. Bristor and Ruxecki [4] suggest these dark clear areas are indicators of dry air when the presence of clouds would otherwise be expected. Leese [13] indicates this air mass has a tendency to be clear o~7er land and more filled with conrective clouds orer the oceans. Fritz [7] indicates that, within t8his air mass, the brighter clouds mark the areas of less [4] suggest that, a t the eastern boundary just behind the front, scattered cloud lines near the front may be clouds in the warm air above the front, with the lust faint patches marking the leading edge of deep cold air. The equatorward and westerly sharp edges of the clouds around the vortex, west and equatorward of the vortex, niay be the poleward and easterly edge of the area of descending niotion. Of course, how well these boundaries can be seen will be dependent on the extent and location of convective cellular cloudiness in the dry air.
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Vol. 92, No. 6 stable air, as compared to those portions where the clouds appear grayer.
THE MOIST WARM AIR
Less attention tLppears to have been paid to the warin moist air, particularly within the vortex proper. This niay result from two causes: (1) in inany cases, the bright cloud areas have insufficient contrast for any detail to be detected within this cloud niass, and ( 2 ) the aiiiount of concurrent conventional data in the upper levels coincident with the cloud tops is less than a t the surface, inaking comparative analyses inore difficult. Further complicating the second point is the uncertainty that often exists as to tlie altitude of the visible cloud tops.
Hristor arid Ruzecki [4] and Fritz [7] suggest tlie cloud inass areRs within the vortex, west and polewwd of the clear area, probably result from ascending niotion of the moist wtirni air more or less along isentropic surfaces. Fritz has noted that, accordingly, one would expect the cloud top sltitudes in these areas to decrease toward the pole. Deltrdorfl' It would seem that specific attention to these \v:irni, moist, cloud inass tireas might be fruitful. To have R retisonsble chitrice of producing useful results, study should be concentrated on storms over areas with plentiful concurrent upper-air data, and on cases showing good con- 2 The small values Lecse obtains, and the lack of calculation for more than one level, suggest caution in the use of these findings until further corroborated. trnst :ind adequate pattern detid within the o~e r d l cloud mass. In this last connection, the slightly niiiplified contrwt ;mcl consequent detail provided by LogEtronic processing might be helpful.
THE MATURE AND DECAYING CYCLONE
As Fritz [7] indicates, in the Iliiiture cyclone the Striitiform clouds surrounding the storm m m k a warm moist tongue which has encircled the storm center, which is now filled with cold, dry air. The stratiform cloud areas appenr associated with upw:trd niotion. There may be upper-level descending motion eveu over the cumuliform cloud niitsses in the center ( fig. 11) .
Niigle iJ1ld Serebreny [18] l~iive noted that in these stages the absence of celluliir clouds in recirculated Arctic air cim be taken as an indictition of modification of such an iiir iiiass.
Serebreny et al. [23] indiciite the clouds and cloud patterns persist after a11 other synoptic indications of the deciiyed vortex tbppeiir to be lost.
HUMIDITY NEAR THE SURFACE
'I'imchrtlk ihnd Hubert [24] found that, in general, the surfwe reliitive humidity piitterns were well correliitcd with the distribution of low clouds, but that in some regions st:rbility considerations prevented low cloud formation in spite of adeyu:ite humidity.
AIR MASSES AS RELATED TO THE CLASSICAL FRONTAL-WAVE MODEL
Serebreny et al. [23] in their study of the May 20, 1960, Pacific case (see also O l i~e r [19] ) found an excellent correspondence between the observed cloud ptitterns and other synoptic observations, and the clnssical frontnlwave model. They state:
" I 1 1 regiird to the cloud distribution over i i wide areii, Bergeron [ 11 litis presented ti scheiiintic model of the relittioii of clouds, fronts, and jet stretitiis w i t h ii wtive system. His nssessnient of the cloud distribution is strongly supported in the first part of this ciise history. In fact, the mosaic [Also discussed by Oliver [19] .] of the 20th of X/Cay [1960] fig. 141 . Essentially, this niodel cotitiiilis eight weather regions related to the principal fronts and air masses." [Petterssen [20] gives a fuller description of these went her regic) 11s .] "The satellite photographs for the first four diiys during which zonal flow predomintited provide confirmation of the concept of the distribution of clouds with the polarfront, as exemplified by the cloud distributions in Bergeron 's model. ". . . it was observed that R high degree of moisture through ii deep layer is carried ahead of the cold fronts, with pronounced subsidence and drying within the front itself above itbout the 600-nib. level. The post-frontal area is characterized by a moderate degree of moisture in t i deep ltiyer, coupled with marked upward velocities. This translates into i i sritellite photogrtiph of snitill cellular clouds. Wi~rni fronts show marked subsidence in and ahead of the frontal surface, with niost of the moisture lying on the warm side of the frontal surfwe.
Weather Regions related to Brain Fronts and Air Masses. quite similar, leading to the conclusion that these distributions tire perhaps typicid of deep troughs with fronts :ind strong ridge conditions. Satellite photographs taken from additional cases in the TIROS catalogue during similar synoptic conditions will show if the pattern and type changes in cloud cover are also comparable."
WINDS
The relationships between wind direction (let alone speed) and cloud patterns, lines, streets, bands, etc., are, tit best, complex. Varied indications showing cloud orientiLtioris both parallel arid perpendicular to the wind flow, as well ns ptiriillel to tlie wind shear rector, htive been The effect of hvscc rolls, wind, and shear a t right angles t o plane of diagram (blowing into the paper). The wavy line denotes the top of the mixed layer, raised in zones where the roll motion is convergent and upward, depressed where the roll motion is divergent and downward. Cloudlets break out where thc inixcd layer reaches condensation levelthat is, a t roll crests.
Combination of the dircct shear effect in a arid the Avscc rolls in b produces cumulus rows parallel to the flow, which elongate downshear." Some light would appear to htt\-e been shed on the basic sources of these difficulties b y the studies of Malkus [15] , and an understanding and utilization of the principles of her findings may assist in the deduction of wind direction from cloud patterns in those cases in which the nature of the cloud pattern being examined is available from the information in the picture. In any event, her findings give a better ideii than may prei-iously have been available on the nature and extent of the ambiguities inherent in wind direction deductions using cloud patterns. The height ranges are in thousands of feet. The surface mind was from the northeast a t 0000 GnlT.
-- L, lowlevel wind; arrows marked 25 and 22, respectively (for thousands of feet), minds above the shear layer; arroiv marked 30-40, the tneaii wind for the 30,000-t o 40,000-foot layer, or anvil region. Note that cumuli ( c u ) linc up in the direction of the lorn-lcvcl wind : the cross-wind rows line up along the shear vector betwcen the low-lcvcl wind and the wind above the shear layer; anvils line up along the shear vector between the low-level wind and the wind a t anvil Icvcl." Winds (in knots) are shown a t left.
niiLde to interpret the winds associated with those clouds that do appear wrritnged in rows, there is often little or no in the pmdlel mode. Accordingly, when an attempt is basis for determining whether they represent the cross-
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LOW-LEVEL WINDS
Various suggestions for deducing lom-level winds from cloud patterns are scattered through the papers in the literature which are concerned with cloud vortices. Hubert [9] suggests that streaky cloud patterns, presurnably pnrtillel to the wind flow, may indicate higher wind speeds than in tlie case of parallel lines of cellular clouds. Madvig [14] indicates that cumulus cloud streets, generally pnrallel to the wind, are often found in the warm sector. Serebreny et nl. [23] suggest that when tlie direction of the jet streiim is known or can be deduced, cumulus cloud lines perpendicular to i t may be indicatire of strong low-lerel Slieiir.
Winston rind Tourville [28] found that in a storm just prior to the mature stage the major cloud bands were pardlel to the surface and 700-mb. winds. Timchalk and Hubert [24] suggest that the "c1e:ir" air penetration into the cyclone rnay be due to a low-level jet of dry air and that, a t about the occluding cyclone stage, the 5000-ft. wind masimum may lie about along the equatorward edge of the cloud mass which has been advected equatorward over the west of the center of the Lorn (figs. 6, 7, S, 9).
Lecse [13] states the rate of circulation about the 1-ortes can be deduced from the rate of adrection of the dry air spiraling in from tlie west and the rate of penetration of the cloud cover moving over and west of the center from a more or less polcmard direction. T t seenis probable to the author that t,he dry air speed would be more representatiT-e of winds a t intermediate levels, while the cloud Inass mo\-ement mould apply more to upper-level flows. Leese further suggests tlint, during tlie occluding stage, changes in ttic width of tlie spiral clear area can indicate chrtnges in the speed of circulittion about the Low; he states: "'l'lie spir:il clear area in [such cases] is the result of tin advecti\.e pattern made up in part by the movement of the Low-pressure arcn and also by a component of flow toward the center of the low. A decrease in either the speed of movement of the low or the inflow coniponent would result in a more circular adT-ective pattern, especially in the southeast quadrant. . . . A more circular adrectire pattern would in turn result in a decrease in the width of the spiral clear area. . . . [If] no change in the speed of movement of the low [can] be detected a t the surface during [the] period and since it is reasonable to assume that no change in the speed of mo\-enient has occurred a t any level over this time period in a system with IL Yertical slope . . . , i t is concluded that the decrease in width of the spiriil clear area can be attributed to R decrease in circulation around tlie low."
W-ind Deductions From Cellular Cloud Patterns in the Cold Dry Air:
The wind/cloud-patterii relationships in this area of the cycloiic have been the subject of pitrticularly intensive i1ivestig;ition. At least a general indication of the wind direction is deducible from the findings of Krueger mid Fritz [12] , Winston and Tourville [28], and Winston [27] t l~t cellular cloud piitterns in this portion of the stomi occur with cold air flow over a warmer mctter surfwe i l t levels below 5000 It.
T4'instoii [27] found the iiiajor, non-frontal bniids of these cellular clouds niny be perpendicular to the surface mid the 700-nib. flow. Leese [13] found that smaller cloud lines in the dry air under the inversion may also be perpencliculitr to the wind flow. Serebreiiy et al. [23] report: "Cloud streets in post-frontd regions are apt to lie a t an angle or even perpendicular to the mind flow in . . ." lower to middle levels.
Rutherford [21] sttites that the cellular piitterlis are inclicittive ol' snia11 vertical shear. Conover [5] and b. Vertical shear piirallel to t8he direction of the lowlevel wind.
LL'J'lie secoiicl condition is likely to be satisfied when the convective cloud layer is sufficiently shallow to mnke signific:tnt chtinges iii wiiicl direction improbable.
"The cuiiiuliforni patterns in the regions to tlie rear of iiinjcir cycloiics are often constrained to the first few thousitiid feet ;tbove the surface by a low-level subsidence invei*sion through which they cannot penetrate. In such nrcns tlie low-level wind is usually parallel to tlie shear vector in the cloud layer. The cellular patterns studied by Krueger ;iiicl Fritz [12] vere located in such regions.
"Fro~ii the TTROS V and VI photographs of the Southern Hemisphere during July, August, and Septeniber 1962, it \\-:is possible to obtain 21 cases in which a surface mind speetl or direction could be related to a low-level cmnuliform ptittern. Based on these cases, the following mind velocity/cloucl pttttern categories mere tentatively devised "In : L few ctises it was not possible to relate nnythi~ig in the cliirriicter of the cuiiiulil'o~~~n cloud pattern to tlie surfnce wiiid direction. . . .
Esnmples of these two types of cnses are presented :ind cliscusscrl in [16] .
The report tilso discusses whirl information deducible from slieirring of culiiiilil'oriii cloudiness in the immedinte post-l'rmitiil region, which will be iiientionecl in tlie discussion ol' upper-air winds.
Fritz [7] reports that cloucl streets in the interior of a m a t u i~ cyclone gener;rlly piirdlel the wiiid , but hixve soiiie tendency to cross streiiniliiies, converging toward the center. He indicates that this is probably clue to little change in wind direction with height. Ruthelford troposphere, which of course iniplics wind relationships a t these levels. Sherr [3] obtained similar results, especially for the more mnture vortes stages. Serebreny et al. [23] stilte that: " l n general, the large, dense cloud shields associated with rortices in the niicldle lntitudes are oriented along the axis of predominiint wind-flow in the lower and iidclle le\-els." I n the mnture cyclone, Fritz [7] reports a concentric band of high winds due to the thermal wind between the outer wwni air and the colder inner air ( fig. 11 ).
Trough-Ridge J?elationshipts: 'I'imchtrlk and Hubert [24] found the bulk of the frontti1 tincl vortex nssociated cloudiness in and ahead of the 500-1iib. trough; and from general synoptic experience one should espect the western edge of the frontril cloud band to lic typically somewhat ithead of the 500-mb. trough line. The figures presented by Glaser [SI imply that the western cloud edge lies about along the 500-tnb. trough line. Serebreny et al. [23] report: "During situations of strong \-ortcs derelopinent when the axis of tlie upper trough is 11e:rrl-y 017er the surfiice low-pressure center, the overrunning prefrontal cloudiness-particulnrly tlie cirrus shield-will rarely proceed beyond the upper-level ridge line do\viistrea~n." h e s e [13] states tlint rortes clerelopment, with a spiralingin of the cleixr area, is promotecl by strong meridional flow ahead of the Low.
Xerritt [I61 found that: 'la. The 300-inb. trough is located over tlie east side of the cellular areas to the rear of rnajor cyclones. "b. The 300-mb. ridge is located in or just to the east of the cloudiness associated with the surface low pressure system. The ainplitude of the troughs tind ridges at 300 nib. is proportional to and indicixted by the latitudinal estent of interrelated cloud patterns." and that ". . . sniall areas [of cloud cover] indicate short wave lengths and m a l l amplitudes. These sniall areas are often triangular in shape."
These trough-ridge relationships are illustrated in the schematics in figures 2, 4, 6 , 7, 8 , 9 .
Jielationships Near Fronts: When deductions its to the slope of the cold front tire possible from the width of the frontd cloud band and/or tlie location of the front relatire to the associated cloudiness, consistency then suggests the most probable orientation of the upper-air wind. To quote Serebreny et al. [23] : "Both katabatic and anabatic frontal cloud formations :ire observed, p:trticulnrly with cold fronts. When the cloud mass lies ahead of tlie cold front with a sharp edge to the cloud system a t the frontal boundary (rapid clearing), then the winds aloft are usuiilly normal to the front. m i e n the cloud system lags behind ttie front, the upper winds are apt to be parallel to the front, a t least as far as the clouds extend. Obviously, in an area of sparse data, the precise frontal location is difficult to determine, but if in the analyses one of these conditions is specified, then for reasons of consistency the direction of the upper wind flow appropriate to this condition should be forecast."
Rogers (see AIerritt [lG] ) states: "The occurrence of hct~vy cumuliform cloudiness in the immediate post-cold frontal region is quite coninion. Since this region is also one of great 1-ertical shear (i.e., through the frontal surface), it is felt that in some rare cases i t should be possible to observe a shearing of the cumuliform cloudiness abore the frontal surface in the warm air and thereby ttie wind direction a t that level. . . . Serebreny et a1. [23] further state: "Since the frontal stages are fairly well delineated in the cloud pictures, the location of tlie jet stream in the area of rortices involving fronts is fairly readily established from esisting front-jet-stream models. However, there are areas away from rortices where the jet stream is considerably displaced from the surface front and its associated cloudiness and may lie over a totally different cloud field from that of a front. I n this event the frontal cloud fields yield less exact clues to location of the jet stream aloft. In other words, there is no direct duplication of the entire jet-stream configuration by a unique cloud type or configuration as seen from the satellite. The jet stream may pass over apparently clear as well as cloudy areas, and the total cloud distribution over n wide area niust be considered in jet-stream analysis." Similar departures were noted by Merritt [16] , who states that in his ". . . They are usually well organized, with strong horizontal and vertical shear through the front, and pronounced temperature gradients between air masses in the upper levels. These conditions will prevail along the jet stream to the area of the high-level cloud shield downstream, a t which point the jet stream and its baroclinic zone usually diminishes [sic] . "(3) When the isotach maximum passes over a highpressure ridge tlie cloud system-particularly the cirriform clouds-will be elongated along this maximum and lie on the immediate warm side of the jet stream. Decay of these cloud systems usually occurs on the warm side of the jet-stream exit region. "(4) The organized state of the jet stream will be weakest over the isentropic moist tongue to the east of a developing vortex, due to weakening of the temperature gradient in the upper levels. This is not to imply that strong winds will disappear, but rather that the horizontal and vertical shear gradients will be lessened." "(6) As a rule, in a trough behind an occluding cyclone, the maximum-speed portion of the isotach field lies over clear air or over scattered to broken low-level cloud areas, depending upon the stage of cyclone development." (figs. 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9) In the area west of the cyclone discussed in (6) just above, Madvig [14] reports the jet stream is found forward of the major polygonal clusters of convective cloudiness.
Miscellaneous Upper-Level Wind Relationships: Bristor and Ruzecki [4] suggest that single, moderately heavy cloud streaks along the wind may be located in areas of cyclonic shear.
Fritz [7] suggests that features in the cloud patterns along the edges of overcast areas may reveal mesoscale cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies.
[figs. 1 and 31 (figs. 7, 8, 9) 
PRECIPITATION
The association between shower activity and brighter cloud areas or large bright cloud elements has been noted by Bristor and Ruzecki [4] , Boucher and Newcomb [2] , Jones [Ill, Timchalk and Hubert [24] , and Fritz [7] . However, only a low percentage of clouds are accompanied by precipitation, as has been noted by Nagle and Serebreny 1181. A careful study of satellite cloud and radar precipi- tation data by Nagle [17] indicates that while, over a period of several hours, the integrated radar patterns often show reasonable correlation to the pattern of the brighter clouds, a t any instant only a small portion of even a bright cloud is apt to be precipitating. Conover [5] shows several examples of bright clouds of normally nonprecipitating types, such as stratocumulus and thick stratus. The failure to establish a relationship between brightness and precipitation may in part be due to premature saturation of the picture brightness scale, with inadequate gray scale differentiation in the brighter areas. On the other hand, there are no good reasons why two cloud masses of similar thickness and composition, one precipitating and one not, should show any striking differences when viewed from above. As yet, no unique characteristics that distinguish precipitating from non-precipitating clouds have been determined. On a probability basis, however, a deep cloud mass (bright) is more likely to precipitate than a shallower, and consequently less bright, one.
Nagle and Serebreny [18] have published a schematic diagram of the radar precipitation echo distribution around an occluded maritime cyclone (reproduced in fig.  21 ) ; the distribution they show, which is not strikingly different from that in standard frontal cyclone models published in most meteorological texts, can provide guidance to the more probable areas of precipitation in a satellite-observed cyclone. Their model shows the area of upslope precipitation, due to ascending motion ap-
